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Summary
The theory for multidimensional, convective transport of ideal tracers is extended to
solutes subject to linear adsorption and/or linear production or decay. Some aspects of
nonlinear adsorption,lineardispersion, andtheinfluence ofplantrootsarealsodiscussed.
Expressions are derived relating the tracer velocity, the speed of isoconcentration
surfaces, and the speed of shock waves to the velocity of the water and the shape of the
adsorption isotherm. The response inthe ditches or drains to a uniform periodic inputof
solute in the water is discussed in some detail for situations with no ponding on the soil
surface, a relatively flat water-table, and the distance between the ditches or tile drains
large relative to the depth of the impermeable layer.
Introduction
In two recent papers I discussed transport of solutes (Raats, 1978 a, b), the first paper
dealingwiththegeneraltheory, thesecondpaperwithspecific flowproblems.The time
required for aparcel ofwater to move from one point to another along a streamline was
determined and thisbasic information was then used to describe collections ofparcels of
water forming a surface. For any geometry and boundary conditions, the cumulative
transit time distribution function, q, was defined as the fraction of the stream-tubes with
transit times smaller than T. The transit time density distribution was defined as the
derivative of q with respect to r. The function q can be determined by measuring the
concentration ofanidealtracerintheoutputfollowingastepchangeoftheconcentrationin
theinput Thefunction àq/dr canbedeterminedbymeasuringtheoutputresultingfrom a
pulsedistributed uniformly intheinput Inputsdistributednonuniformlyovertheinputare
characterized byaninputdensitydistributionfunction, r. Itwas shownthattheproductof
thisinputdensitydistributionfunction, r,andthetransittimedensitydistribution function,
dq/dr, may be regarded as a transfer function of the flow system:
T(t) = r dq/dt,

(1)
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where the square brackets denote functional dependence. The general relationship
between the inputI and output O, can be written as
t
O(t) = f T (x) I (t-r)dt + a contribution of solutes present at time t.
(2)
to
Inthispaper Iwill showthatthe entire theory canbe extended tosolutes subjecttolinear
adsorption and/or to linear production or decay. Some aspects of nonlinear adsorption,
linear dispersion, and the influence of plant roots will also be discussed.
Thecapacityrelationshipandthe flux
The differential balance of mass of a solute can be written as
-~

=-V.F+

at

~

<r,

(3)

wheretisthetime, Visthevectordifferential operator,/xisthebulkdensity,-Fisthefluxof
the solute, and a is the rate ofproduction. The total bulk density is the sum of the bulk
densities /x in the adsorbed phase, and 9c in the aqueous phase:
/x= Ma + 6c,

(4)

where 6 is the volumetric water content and c is the local density in the aqueous phase.
Assuming thatthe adsorption isotherm describes aunique relationshipbetween/x andc,
the time rate of change offi at any point can be written as

d/jL

= X

~dt~

dt

39

c

(5)

Tt

here
d/x

x=

'-+ 9.
~d7

(6)

The total capacity, x, is the sum ofthe capacity ofthe absorbed phase, d/xlàc, and the
capacity of the aqueous phase, 9. The average of x over the rangec toc1is defined as
-

=

12

c,/c2«dc

(7)

c.yVdc
=

..ZV ^1
c
2- c i

=

^al - Ma2 4.
c c
2- r

ff

(8)

Geometrically, « is the slope of a plot of ti versus c and « is the slope of the chorde
between thepoints(cx, (ij and(c2,^) inthe sameplot(Fig. 1). For thespecialcasewith
c = 0 and c = c the average capacity will be denoted by * and will be given by
8
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C,

C2
concentration,C

Fig. 1. The adsorption isotherm.

x

(9)

= c —C

Geometrically, theaveragecapacity H correspondstotheslopeofthechorderunning from
(0, 0) to (c, ix)in a plot of/x versus c (Fig. 1).
The fluxJFisassumed tobethesumofaconvective component6v_ cand adispersive
component -£)Vc:
(10)

F= 6v e - DVc.
Introducing Eq. 10 and Eq. 5 into Eq. 3 gives
x-^ =-6v . V c + V . £ > V c - ( V + V . 0 v
dt •
~w ~
\dt ~ " '

)c+(r.

(11)

Ifthesolutionisdilute,thentoafirstapproximation nodistinctionneedtobemadebetween
themovementofthewater and the soilsolution asawhole, sothatthebalance ofmassof
the aqueous phase can be written as:

V.Ov +A,

dt
where X is the volumetric rate of uptake. Introducing Eq. 12 into Eq. 11 gives
xJ?=-6v
at

~w

.Vc+V.DVc-Xc+ar.

(12)

(13)

Many qualitative andsomequantitativeaspectsofsolutionsofEq. 13arepresentedinthis
paper.
Thevelccilyoftracersandofsurfacesofconstantc
Thevelocityv^oftheisotopically exchangeable solute,or,for short,thetracer velocity,
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is defined as the mass flux F divided by the total density fi of the isotopically
exchangeable solute
v,= F/fi.

(14)

Introducing Eq. 10 into Eq. 14 and using Eq. 9 gives
v

=T\6v

-D VlncV

(15)

According to Eq. 15 the tracer velocity vector is the sum of two components; (1) a
convective component proportional to the reciprocal ofthe average capacity #, to the
water content 6, and tothe velocity v^wand (2) adiffusive component proportional to
the reciprocal of the average capacityx, to the dispersion tensorD, and to the negative
of the relative concentration gradient (Vc)/c = V Inc(Fig. 2). The reciprocal of the
average capacity x is a retardation factor for the tracer velocity v__. The retardation
accounts for the average time spend by the solute in the absorbed phase.
Surfaces of constant c satisfy the kinematic condition
De

dc

D* = 3F + V

Vc=0

'

(16)

where v^cisthe velocity vector ofpoints on a surface of constante. Eq. 16 can alsobe
written as
Dç dc
Bt = dt + v

l

^ci

=0,

(17)

where the speed of propagation vcof the surface of constant c is defined as
dc/dt .

where n^is the unitvector normal tothe surface ofconstantc.Introducing Eq. 13 into
Eq. 18 gives

(D/ff)vlnC.<

^
C=constant

Fig. 2. The tracer velocity and its components.
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v„

9v . V c - V. D Vc + Ac - o
x IVd

(19)

According to Eq. 19, the speed of the surface of constant c is proportional to the
reciprocals of the capacity x and of the magnitude of Vc and to the sum of four
contributions to the local rate of change of the concentration with time, dc/dt,
respectively due to convection, dispersion, selective uptake by plant roots, and
production. The reciprocal ofthe capacity x isaretardation factor for the speed v of
the isoconcentration surface. Since x is a function of c, this retardation factor is
different for each iso-c surface, but independent of time for any given iso-c surface.
Transportofasolutesubjecttolinearproductionordecayandtolinearadsorption
The rate of production is assumed to be given by
(7=-a/i,

(20)

where a istherateconstantwhichis < 0 forproduction and > 0for decay. From Eq. 20
and Eq. 9 it follows that
a= - aHc

(21)

Ifthe adsorption isotherm islinear, thenx ,x ,and x are constants and equal to each
other:
x = xn=

x = k.

(22)

This means that the retardation factors for the tracer velocity andfor the speed of the
iso-concentration surfaces are equal to each other.
Introducing Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 into Eq. 13 gives
- | = _ | L w . 7 c + V.f Vc - ( J + a )c.

'
(23)

Introducing the transformation
c —c0 exp (-at)

(24)

into Eq. 23 gives
dco

e

dt

k £--

n
D
^0+V.TVc0-jc0

X1 ••

(25)

In the absence ofdecay the distribution of the concentration willbe givenby c0(x^, t).
:According toEq. 23,24 and 25,linearproduction ordecay simply causes an overall
exponential decrease of the concentrations at all points in the system.
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Purelyconvectivetransport
If the transport is purely convective then Eq. 10, 15 and 19 reduce to, respectively,
Z = 0Lw c>

(26)

v

(27)

~ = ( * v j I**
Ov . 7 c + Xc- a

v. —•

(28)

% \ 7cI

From Eq. 27 and 28 it follows that, ifA and a arezero, inthe direction along the unit
normal H_ the ratioR of the speed of the tracer and of the isoconcentration surface is
given by c
v .n
x
* = ^ - ^ = ; T

(29)

Eq. 29 implies that R < 1if the adsorption isotherm is convace and R > 1if the
adsorption isotherm is convex with respect to the c axis.
For purely convective transport Eq. 13 reduces to
dc
x-^=6v^.Vc-kc+

<r.

(30)

Purely convective transportofasolute subjecttolinear production ordecay andtolinearadsorption inthe absence of uptakeofwaterbyplantroots
For this case Eq. 25 reduces to

y, - *,vc„

(3i)

with the tracer velocity v^ given by
JL = (0/k)v_.

(32)

Once thedistribution ofc0isknown, thedistributionofccanbe calculated from Eq. 24.
Eq. 1 gives the transfer function T for water or an ideal tracer as the product of a
transit time density distribution function àq/dt and an input density distribution
function r.The transittimedensity distribution forthe solute can befound immediately
from the transittime density distribution for the waterbymultiplying theturnover time
T , , for the water bij a factor k:
J

water
f solute

=

k X water'

\$i)

Recall that the turnover time r water is equal to the volume of water in the system divided by the rate of input Eq. 23, 24 and 25 imply that the reduction in the output
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with respect to the input due to linear production or decay can be accounted for by a
multiplicative factor exp (-at) in the transfer function. The transfer function for the
solute thus becomes
^

=K^/dr)so|uteexp(-aO.

(34)

Shock waves
Consider a shock wave between regions a and 8. Let the subscripts a and ß denote
quantities intherespective regions. The speedofashockwave,vs,isdeterminedbythe
condition that the net rate oftransport tothe shock,0v^w.«^s( c a - c J , isequal tothe rate
of accumulation at the shock, (ju,a-jiio)v^s:

v=

Hca-cp)
~ v .n .

(35)

Using Eq. 7 in Eq. 35 gives
vs = 0 v _ . « 7 * a ß .

(36)

According to Eq. 36 the average capacity x „over the range c to ca servesas
retardation factor for the velocity ofshock waves. The transittimedensity distribution
for the shock wave can be found immediately from the transit time density distribution
for the water by multiplying the turnover time by a factor H •
=

*
shock

* ~of
OCR

•

(37)

water

Apparently well-mixed systems

V

'

,

For steady flow to ditches or tile drains the transit time density distribution is4
approximately exponential, provided water is not ponded on the surface, the watertableisrelatively flat, andthedistance between theditches ortiledrainsislargerelative
to the depth of the impermeable layer. Eq. 34 then reduces to
r„,„..
= (Hx) exp (r/x) exp (-ax),
solute
(r/T)exp(l-at)(T/T),

(38)
(39)

wherer isthe turnover time for the solute defined by Eq. 33.Introducing the apparent
turnover time f * defined by
? *=T/(l-af),

(40)

Eq. 39 can be rewritten as
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r{l-aï)~

(f*)" e x p ( r / f * ) .

(41)

If r = 1 and a= 0 then (41) reduces to the transfer function discussed in detail in an
earlier paper (Raats, 1978b).
Considerauniform, periodicinputofsolutedissolvedinthewater,i.e.,aninput/whose
input density distribution r(q) is unity and whose time dependence is described by:
(42)

/ = c + a sin {at),
where c is the average concentration of the input, aa is the amplitude of the input
variation, and CI is the frequency of the input variation. The response to such an input
by a system with an initial concentration c.and aresponse function givenbyEq. 41 is:

(43)

0 = c + a sin (nt-b) + A exp (-t/r*),
with the amplitude a, the phase angle b, and the factor A given by
a = a (1- «T)"' (1 + n 2 T* 2 )"' / 2 ,

(44)

b = tan"

(45)

(12T),

(46)

A = c.- c - a sin (-b).
The lasttermontherighthand sideofEq. 43 isnegligiblefort > > T . This limitingcase,
including plots ofthe dimensionless amplitude a/a0 and phase angleb was discussed

(Ci-C)/Q„=1

fix

Fig. 3. The dimensionless amplitude of the transient component ofthe response toa sinusoidal oscillation of
an apparently well-mixed system as a function of the dimensionless frequency.
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earlier(Raats, 1978b, Fig.6). SubstitutingEq.44 and45 intoEq.46 anddividingboth
sides by a0 gives
A

C C
=

''

- (1 + n y ) 4 1 sin (-tan •'(«?)).

(47)

Fig. 3 shows a plot ofA/a0 as a function of f i t with (c-c)/a0 as a parameter. The
results showthatfor smallvaluesoL4/a 0 thefactor^ inEq. 43 depends stronglyonthe
frequency.
Discussion
Intworecentpapers Ipresented acomprehensivetheory for steady, multidimensional,
convective transport of solutes, the first paper dealing with the general theory, the
second paperwithspecific flow problems(Raats, 1978a,b).Rice&Raats(1979) used
the same type of theory to predict minimum underground detention times and
attenuation of nitrate peaks for two types of systems: (1) shallow aquifers where the
renovated water is collected with horizontal drains, and (2) deep aquifers where the
renovated water is collected with wells. The analysis presented above attempts to
extend such theories to solutes subject to adsorption, production or decay, and
dispersion. The results generalize some obtained earlier for one-dimensional flows
(Reiniger & Bolt, 1972; Bolt, 1979). Also, the results indicate that for solutes subject
todispersion, nonlinear adsorption, and nonlinear production ordecaydetailed numerical calculations willoften beneeded. Finite elementmethods appeartobebest suited
for this purpose. The influence ofuptake by plant roots can be treated analytically for
some simple, one-dimensional cases(Raats, 1975,1977) butwillingeneral also have
to be treated numerically.
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